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News from CEO

To CEO disk subscribers:
Like CEO-Mag, it is now possible to download CEO quarterly diks, as an alternative to 'real' disks.
Members who choose 'electronic' disks will get the contents of the 'PC' subscription (for the price of it,
i.e. EUR 26/GBP 17), downloadable via FTP from the oric.org site. If you are currently subscribing to
3-inch disks and prefer the downloadable version instead, just specify it and you will be credited with
the difference (EUR 6/GBP 4). Again, the purpose is to save some postage costs and duplication work
for the club . Members who choose e-disks will be given an access code so they can download them
every quarter. If you would like to change your disk subscription format, please send a mail to that
effect to ceo@oric.org

Offer a CEO-Mag subscription to an Oric friend of yours!
Following Jerome's idea who wishes to transfer his free subscription (see page 69 of the January mag)
to an Oric friend while fully paying for his own sub for 2003, and Dominique's idea who will offer a
sub as the prize of the 'Killing in Sark' contest, we would like to encourage such 'sponsoring' in order
to draw new members to CEO. In addition, this sheds new light on the issue mentioned on page 68 of
the January mag, i.e. 'discounts' offered for contributions to the mag (at the rate of EUR 1.5/GBP 1 per
full page), which tend to curtail CEO revenues. Therefore, if you feel like it, why not return a subscription
form filled in with the name of an Oric friend, enclosing the appropriate amount. Thus you will make
someone happy and, perhaps, enlist a future CEO stalwart!

To CEO-MAG subscribers:
CEO has decided to offer CEO-MAG in two formats: the traditional printed paper format and the
electronic format. The electronic version will be downloadable via FTP from the oric.org site, in the
form of a PDF file (this means several megabytes, therefore a high-speed Internet connection is
recommended). Either version is provided at the same price. The purpose for the club is to save some
postage costs and photocopy work. Of course, the traditional paper version will still be sent to members
who do not choose the electronic version. Members who do so will be given an access code so they
can download the e-mag every month. If you would like to change your subscription format, please
send a mail to that effect to ceo@oric.org

Thanks to the efforts of everybody the subscriptions to CEO increased by 25% in 2003. Many
acknowledgements to peoples who wrote or translated in English for our non French-speaking
subscribers. Particularly to Simon G. and his «Babels» (bilingual summaries). «Babels» are freely
available, please ask to ceo@oric.org.
The participation in 2003 was very important as shown by the 456 pages published this year in the
Mag! An increasing number of participants were also seen in our Visus (CEO meetings), from England,
Germany and remote parts of France.
The 2004 issue of CD of Ceo-Mag has 3180 pages (mainly in French), but thanks to Laurent
C.,  we  are  including   soon  the  existing   English  issues. More  information  will  come. An
html  index  allows  to explore  the CD and  to read  articles (in pdf format). Simon G. is currently
building a more complete indexation of the whole collection.
Since the beginning of the CEO, the subscription prices are stable and will probably stay to the same
level in 2004. However, this will be decided by the General Assembly (CEO meeting, 31 January
2004, in Paris). It is my own responsibility to include in this issue a 2004 price list. I encourage you to
fill  already  this  subscription  form  and to send it with an  appropriate  cheque to Jonathan B. (to
the address on the form). Due to exchange difficulties and to simplify, I will personally compensate
any increase in prices for English subscribers. In all other cases (end of CEO for instance), you will
get your cheque back. The club expenses are greater than input money. Please help the CEO by as
various subscriptions as possible.
Best Regards.     André


